
Michael Lindstedt and Crystal Courtney in effect a "license to kill" Martina Lindstedt without

much possibility of being held to account, especially in the probate division, because they would

be deflecting Plaintiff from being able to have the matter heard before a jury, as is Plaintiffs

right. These New Defendants are in effect accessories to murder of Plaintiffs mother by Michael

Lindstedt and Crystal Courtney. They should not be allowed to get away with murder because

they are lawyers and judges. They need to be held to account for their crimes.

Plaintiffs Mother Martina Lindstedt's death warrant was written on February 18,2013

when Corporal Barnes of the Newton County Sheriffs Department effectively told Michael

Lindstedt and Crystal Courtney that they could do anything to Martina Lindstedt and that nothing

that they did, from fraud and embezzlement to actual murder would be investigated by Newton

County law enforcement. On March 5,2013, New Defendant Terry Neff told Michael Lindstedt

to in effect loot Martina Lindstedt's estate and property in Newton County and to go ahead and

kill her in South Dakota. On May 21,2014, Judge Kevin Lee Selby by refusing to step down

according to Missouri law told Michael Lindstedt that he would ensure that no probate hearing

before a neutral jury into possible "undue influence" and possible murder would be heard in

Newton County. Judge Timothy Perigo refuses to put an end to lawlessness in his own state

circuit court, enabling corruption, fraud, embezzlement, treason and murder.

Plaintiff in filing this suit back on Feb. 22, 2013, merely wanted his brother to stop

stealing from our mother. But instead he kept on "doubling-down" on the evil and with the

assistance of regime-criminal Defendants finally killed my mother. Now all of them must answer

for their crimes and none escape scrutiny for their misdeeds.

Hail Victory!!!
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